International
Onshore Energy
& Mining

We are pleased to introduce CTA’s International Onshore Energy and Mining Practice Group.
Our objective is to provide the highest quality loss adjusting services to our clients operating
in the international onshore energy and mining industry sectors.

We strive to provide timely and efficient adjusting solutions
to processes and losses which are complex and significant.

Stephen Thorpe
Managing Director
T: +61 8 7129 8232
M: +61 (0) 429 643 779
E: stephen.thorpe@charlestaylor.com
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Hugh Sparks
Director
T: +44 20 7398 5357
M: +44 7881 786 511
E: hugh.sparks@charlestaylor.com
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Our services
International Onshore Energy & Mining

Onshore Hydrocarbon Processing
• Gas to liquids
• Refining
• Petrochemical

Power Generation
• Gas/coal
• Nuclear
• Geothermal
• Distribution

Why Charles
Taylor Adjusting?

Mining
• All mineral/metal types
•	Underground and open cut mining operations
• Downstream refining, processing and logistics
• Minerals handing

Our focus is to deliver the highest quality
loss adjusting services to our clients operating
in the Onshore Energy and Mining industry
sectors.
We strive to provide timely and efficient adjusting
solutions to processes and losses which are
complex and significant. We do this by having:
•	Global approach - consistent high quality
irrespective of geographic location.
•	Key account managers with global
accountability who are supported at
a local level by specialist engineering
adjusters and consultants.
•	Global network of 2,900 professionals in
100 locations spread across 30 countries.
•	Delivery of the highest quality loss adjusting
services to deliver timely and efficient
settlements and outcomes.
•	Ability to simplify and find solutions
to complex issues.
•	Sustainable credibility in international
insurance and reinsurance markets.
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International Onshore Energy & Mining Team

Stephen Thorpe FCILA, FUEDI, FCLA

Angus Bradley ME, BE (Mech), BCom, Dip Bus (Loss Adj),

Managing Director – International Onshore Energy & Mining

ANZIIF (Fellow), FCLA, MIPENZ, IntPE, CPEng
Director – International Onshore Energy & Mining

Level 30, 91 King William Street,
Adelaide,
SA 5000

T: +61 8 7129 823
M:	(Australia) +61 (0) 429 643 779
(Singapore) +65 8494 0423
E: stephen.thorpe@charlestaylor.com

A loss adjuster with over 35 years’ experience, Stephen has specialised in major and complex losses
involving the Mining, Onshore Energy, Transport and Construction sectors, throughout Australia
and the Asia Pacific region, particularly for and on behalf of the global reinsurance market.
Stephen was a foundation member of both the Mining Insurance Group (now MIRA) – and the Asia Power
Forum. He has also presented at various conferences on mining and complex energy losses, produced
articles for industry publications and contributed to the formation of an industry specific claims protocol.
Stephen’s focus is settling significant losses in a timely and efficient manner by developing, in conjunction
with all the various stakeholders, effective solutions to what are at times complex issues.

Office 106, Centro Building,
D88 Sheikh Khalifa, Bin Zayed Street,
Bur Dubai, Dubai

M: +971 50 101 3085 or +971 50 103 0905
E: angus.bradley@charlestaylor.com

Angus joined the International Onshore Energy & Mining Team in 2021 as a Director. He will be based
in Dubai and work closely with his OEM colleagues, particularly Anthony Thomas also based in Dubai.
Angus transitioned from engineering to adjusting in the early 90s, moved to the Middle East in 2005,
and established a loss adjusting business in the UAE for a London-based firm in 2010.
Angus has had a lead role in the adjustment of oil refining, petrochemical, LNG, gas to liquids, mining
and power losses in most regions of the world with a focus on claims at the EAR/DSU and PD/BI interface,
and corrosion losses in the energy and power industries.
He holds a Masters degree in Engineering, Bachelors degree in Mechanical Engineering, Bachelors
degree in Accounting and Economics, and Post Graduate Diploma in Strategic Risk Management. Angus
is also a qualified Chartered Engineer, Internationally Registered Engineer, and Chartered Loss Adjuster.

Hugh Sparks ACII, FCILA, FIRM, FUEDI-ELAE
Director – International Onshore Energy & Mining
The Minster Building,
21 Mincing Lane, London
EC3R 7AG

T: +44 20 7398 5357
M: +44 7881 786 511
E: hugh.sparks@charlestaylor.com

Hugh has over 40 years of experience in handling insurance claims. He specialises in large
and complex losses in the Onshore Energy, Power and Mining sectors on a world-wide basis.
Hugh has delivered several papers in a number of international insurance fora on specialist
claims handling matters.
Principally representing Reinsurers from the international reinsurance centres, Hugh provides
a time and cost-effective management of multi-faceted disciplines necessary in the handling
of large and complex claims. He provides a clear and concise interface between Cedents,
Original Insureds, appointed consultants and instructing Principals.

Stephen Hope FCILA
Director - International Onshore Energy & Mining
140 Cecil St,
PIL Building #15-00,
Singapore 069540

M:	+65 8940 3371 or +65 9488 0070
E: stephen.hope@charlestaylor.com

Stephen joined the International Onshore Energy & Mining Team in 2021 as a Director. He will
be based in Singapore and work closely with his OEM colleagues, particularly Stephen Thorpe,
the OEM Managing Director.
Prior to joining Charles Taylor, Stephen worked in a senior role at a competitor firm focused on Mining
and Asia Pacific Power and Energy loss matters. Prior to that Stephen managed an Asia Pacific insurance
consulting practice for one of the big 4 accounting firms. He has previously been based in London and
Melbourne, before moving to Asia in 2018.
He is a Chartered Quantity Surveyor and Chartered Loss Adjuster with more than 30 years’ adjusting
and consulting experience and a strong focus on strategic loss management. Stephen specialises in
significant major and complex technical matters in the mining and energy sectors on a global basis.
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International Onshore Energy & Mining Team

Shazia Rehman BEng (Hons), Cert CII

Anthony Thomas CILA, MIMechE, MEng, CII

Associate Director – International Onshore Energy & Mining

Senior Loss Adjuster

The Minster Building,
21 Mincing Lane, London
EC3R 7AG

T: +44 20 7398 5345
M: +44 7766 474 498
E: shazia.rehman@charlestaylor.com

Office 106, Centro Building,
D88 Sheikh Khalifa, Bin Zayed Street,
Bur Dubai, Dubai

T: +971 4 358 3963
M: +971 (0)56 332 2577
E: anthony.thomas@charlestaylor.com

Shazia has worked in international loss adjusting since January 2013. She has handled a range of
complex onshore losses, involving refineries, petrochemical plants and various process / chemical
facilities. Her portfolio of losses also include power (turbine, compressor, transformer, alternator)
and a variety of construction and operational claims in the hydrocarbon space.

Anthony joined Charles Taylor Adjusting in 2016 as a Mechanical Engineering Loss Adjuster
to augment the current team of engineers in the Dubai office. His main focus is on mechanical
and electrical engineering losses as well as working on Energy, Construction, Property and
Casualty claims in the United Arab Emirates and the wider MENA region.

Shazia’s experience includes hydrocarbon claims in excess of $500m, property damage and business
interruption combined. She is experienced in managing external experts on Reinsurers’ behalf
on a project basis and operates globally. Her territories to date include Europe, Middle East, Africa
and South America.

During his time at Charles Taylor, Anthony has also gained experience in large storm damage,
Employee Infidelity and Business Interruption claims.

Shazia carries an Honours degree in Materials Engineering. She is also CII Certified and speaks
intermediate French and Malayalam.

Previously, Anthony was working in the UK as a Mechanical Engineer on the design of replacement
and optimisation of aging assets and, prior to, the design, construction and handover of a £300
million project involving complex biological processes, including gas production, usage and
storage, both above and below ground.

Andrew Milne BEng
Associate Director – International Onshore Energy & Mining
Suite 401, 75 Miller Street, North Sydney,
New South Wales, 2060,
Australia

T: +44 20 7015 2054
M: +44 7767 827 686
E: andrew.milne@charlestaylor.com

Andrew specialises in complex Heavy Industry claims with a particular focus on Mining, Power
Generation and Refining. He originally joined Charles Taylor Adjusting in 2014, working in the
Natural Resources team in London before emigrating to Australia in July 2018.
Previous experience as a consultant mining engineer included designing and scheduling both open
pit and underground mines. Andrew gained exposure to a variety of mining methods and operations
while working in the UK, USA and Australia as a Mining Engineer.
Andrew is experienced in the handling of complex mining claims and has also handled claims across
the Energy sector including large construction projects, operational power generation and refining.
From his time in London, Andrew brings his knowledge and specific experience of the London and
Lloyds Insurance and Reinsurance markets. Many of the losses he has investigated have spanned
local and international markets, and have ranged from Physical Damage, Sue and Labour, Business
Interruption and Loss of Production Income. Andrew has also managed the involvement of thirdparty experts including Forensic Accountants, Consultant Engineers and Lawyers.
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International Onshore Energy & Mining Team

Fred Popko BSc, MBA, Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriter

Charles Klehr BSc, MBA, Chartered Property and Casualty Underwriter

Director - International Onshore Energy & Mining

Managing Director – US Energy and Senior Executive General Adjuster

180 Maiden Lane,
Suite 601, New York,
NY, 10038, USA

M: +1 412 525 0493
E: fred.popko@charlestaylor.com

Fred joined the International Onshore Energy & Mining Team in 2021 as a Director. He will based
on the east coast of the US working closely with Charles Klehr.
For the past 30 years, Fred has developed an outstanding reputation as a large industrial property
adjuster, servicing both the North American and International markets. His engineering background
combined with management skills provide a strong foundation to resolve the most complex high value
loss exposures. He began his professional career in the commercial property insurance industry and
later moved to managing increasingly large and complex claims.
In 2011, Fred transitioned to an independent adjuster with a focus on petrochemical, power generation,
mining, industrial and pharmaceutical claims. This focus evolved to include oil and gas, renewable
energy, transmission & distribution as well as construction losses.
Fred holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from Penn State University, a
Master of Business Administration degree from the University of Pittsburgh and a Chartered Property
Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) designation.

180 Maiden Lane, Suite 601,
New York, NY, 10038, USA

M: +1 718 708 9826
E: charles.klehr@charlestaylor.com

5433 Westheimer, Suite 200
Houston, Texas 77056, USA
Charles is the U.S. Head of Energy, where he leads a team of energy adjusters located across
the country, experienced in adjusting a full range of Natural Resources/Energy losses in the U.S.
and internationally.
Charles has over 35 years of insurance claim experience, and has held senior leadership and
management roles with international insurers including serving as SVP of Energy & Construction
with Aspen Insurance, Global Head of Energy Claims with Zurich, SVP, Global Head of Energy
Claims for Liberty International Underwriters, and Director of Power Generation - Underwriting
with Zurich.
He specialises in the technical management and resolution of complex, high-value claims
involving power generation, oil & gas, mining, specialty chemical, steel, paper, and glass mills,
renewable energy including wind farms and hydroelectric plants, commercial property, builders’
risk, engineering & construction claims.
He holds a Bachelor of Science in Marine Engineering from King Point Merchant Marine Academy
and a Masters of Business Administration from Drexel University, and is licensed in 29 states.
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Key Contacts
Stephen Thorpe
Managing Director
T: +61 8 7129 8232
M: +61 (0) 429 643 779
E: stephen.thorpe@charlestaylor.com

Andrew Milne
Associate Director
T: +44 20 7015 2054
M: +44 7767 827 686
E: andrew.milne@charlestaylor.com

Hugh Sparks
Director
T: 44 20 7398 5357
M: +44 7881 786 511
E: hugh.sparks@charlestaylor.com

Anthony Thomas
Senior Loss Adjuster
T: +971 4 358 3963
M: +971 (0)56 332 2577
E: anthony.thomas@charlestaylor.com

Angus Bradley
Director
M: +971 50 101 3085
E: angus.bradley@charlestaylor.com

Fred Popko
Director
M: +1 412 525 0493
E: fred.popko@charlestaylor.com

Stephen Hope
Director
M: +65 8940 3371
E: stephen.hope@charlestaylor.com

Charles Klehr
Managing Director, US Energy
M: +1 718 708 9826
E: charles.klehr@charlestaylor.com

Shazia Rehman
Associate Director
T: +44 20 7398 5345
M: +44 7766 474 498
E: shazia.rehman@charlestaylor.com

About Charles Taylor Adjusting
Charles Taylor Adjusting (CTA) is one of the leading loss adjusting
businesses in the market. We focus on commercial losses and claims
in the aviation, marine, natural resources, property, casualty,
technical and special risks markets, many of which are large
and complex in nature. CTA is a business of Charles Taylor.
Charles Taylor is a global provider of professional services and
technology solutions dedicated to enabling the global insurance
market to do its business fundamentally better. Dating back to 1884,
Charles Taylor now employs over 3,000 staff in more than 120 locations
spread across 30 countries in Europe, the Americas, Asia Pacific,
the Middle East and Africa.
Charles Taylor believes that it holds a distinctive position in its markets
in that it is able to provide professional services and technology
solutions in order to support every stage of the insurance lifecycle
and every aspect of the insurance operating model.
Charles Taylor serves a diversified blue-chip international customer
base that includes national and international insurance carriers,
mutuals, captives, MGAs, Lloyd’s syndicates and reinsurers, along
with brokers, distributors and corporate insureds.

For more information visit: charlestaylor.com/adjusting
Charles Taylor
@ctcharlestaylor

@CTcharlestaylor

